
 
Patient’s Sense of the Hope  Need/Desire  Resource 

Future worth having  I don’t have any reason to get better.  I discuss and plan for the positive things I’ll do when I get out of here.  
Resilience over despair  Nothing is going to make any difference, limited possibilities.  No matter what it takes, I’ll get better.  
Hopeful  There is no reason to invest energy in the future.  I’m willing to invest in the future.  I expect good to happen.  
Will to continue  I’ve given up.  I can make what I need to happen.  

Sense of future possibilities  Futility of the past and futility of the future. I experience no joy in the 
present moment. There are so many possibilities yet to achieve. I feel content. 

One day at a time, endurance in the moment  Immobilized and overwhelmed by obstacles.  I’ll take the challenges a piece at a time and life will be OK.  
Patient’s Sense of Meaning  Need/Desire  Resource 

Something to live for  No interest in tomorrow.  I have places to go, people to see, things to do, and plans to accomplish.  
Sense of purpose  Who cares? Meaningless, nothing I do matters.  I can make a difference, whether in work, play or interaction with others.  
Ability to make sense of life  I don’t understand, all the old answers don’t work.  I don’t like what is happening, but I can think through the situation.  

Perceive they have something to contribute  What difference does it make?  I have nothing to give, I’m worthless.  With my limitations and gifts, even if it’s less, I have something valuable to 
offer.  

Find meaning of/in illness  This is meaningless suffering, nothing but random acts of badness.  What can I learn and how can I be transformed by my experience.  

Acceptance of death and dying  I’ll just give up, I’ll deny reality and fail to live honestly with others.  
My life will end, but I’m full of curiosity, adventure, wonderment & willingness 
to explore possibilities. I remain engaged with God/the divine, family and 
community.  

Patient’s Sense of the Holy  Need/Desire  Resource 
Relationship with something/someone greater, 
beyond or within  

I have no positively supportive relationships and have unrealistic 
expectations of self.  

I have a sense of awe, wonder, and appreciation for being a part of a divine 
plan that I bring into my awareness, my conversations and relationships.  

Sense of Holy as a resource  I identify the Holy as negative, unpleasant or destructive and have a 
direct sense of alienation which is manifested as absence or conflict.  

My understanding of the “Holy” is a resource for the betterment of myself 
and my community. My “Holy” provides me with good things & experiences.  

Sense of connectedness with the holy  My prayers aren’t answered; I am no longer able to meditate or 
connect with a loving source greater than myself.   

I feel a deep sense of connection to the rituals and practices of my spiritual 
tradition. 

Comfort with human limitations  I just can’t do enough; I’m so imperfect and judgmental of myself.  I 
will never attain a sense of peace in my life. Serenity Prayer. Reasonable expectations, “Let go and let God…”  

Sense of being forgiven  I’ve committed the unpardonable sin, unresolved guilt and shame.  I’m blessed with a new beginning, a new opportunity and a fresh start.  

Sense of grace and reconciliation  I feel nothing but a fear of judgment, condemnation, broken 
relationships and disrupted well being  

I’m experiencing a restored relationship with the divine.  Even when 
challenges come my way I know that my life is blessed.  

Sense of gratitude  I feel judgmental, critical and unable to be appreciative or thankful.  I’m blessed with “What I have,” and am full of appreciation and gratitude.  
Sense of Relationship/Community  Need/Desire  Resource 

Connectedness  Distant, destructive relationships, excommunicated, or ignored.  My relationships are positive, they support and strengthen me. I feel 
compassion for all beings.   

Sense of belonging  No one will miss me when I‘m gone.  My relationships are important; I’m engaged in give-and-take relationships.  

Relationships contributing to well being  Relationships are absent, destructive, and bring more pain and 
suffering which enable self-destructive behavior.  

Relationships are present, constructive, supportive, and bring out the best in 
me and others.  I’m loved and cared for in a way that helps me grow.  

Sense of forgiveness  Revenge is the answer for me! I can’t give or receive forgiveness.  Life is too short not to forgive, I readily give and receive forgiveness.  
Sense of grace and reconciliation  I feel no hope for relationships, and betrayals from past or present.  I live in the experience of grace and restored relationships with others.  
Sense of gratitude  Life is judgmental and full of disruptive, broken relationships.  I live in appreciation for what others do and how they care.  
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